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Summary. In this paper the author is concerned with a micropolar, elastic, isotropic, homogeneous
and centrosymmetric medium. The medium is assumed to be situated within a constant primary
magnetic field H, Under the effect of body forces and moments acting on the medium it becomes
deformed and, moreover, an electro-magnetic field is excited. In the first part of the paper the basic
equations of magneto-elasticity are derived under the assumption that the medium evidences
a perfect electric conductivity. In the second part the bidimensional problem is discussed independent
of the variable x3 assuming H = (0, 0, #3). Decomposing the displacement vector into the potential
and solenoidal parts we succeeded in deriving the wave equations. In the third part bidimensional
deformation field is considered; it depends on the variables Xj and x3 assuming, as above,
H m (0, 0, Hi),

The equations of motion could be decomposed into two systems of equations independent of
•each other. One of them is reduced to simple wave equations by decomposing the rotation vectors
into the potential and solenoidal parts. The second one is reduced to wave equations, too, by means
of the stress function.

1. General equations

In this note we shall consider a homogeneous, isotropic, centrosymmetric, elastic
micropolar medium placed within a constant, strong primary magnetic field H.
Under the effect of external forces acting on the micropolar body a deformation
field will be formed in this body and, moreover, an electromagnetic field, too.

We assume further that the medium evidences a perfect electric conductivity.
The starting point of our considerations consists of two groxips of equations,

namely the equations of thermodynamics of slow-moving media [1] and equations
of motion of micropolar elasticity with terms derived from Lorentz forces.

An fi0

roth = — j , rotE= h,
c c

E = - — (iixH), divh = 0.
c

where the symbols h and E stand for the vectors of magnetic and electric fields,
respectively, j denotes the vector of current density, H is to denote the vector of
constant primary magnetic field, u stands for the displacement vector, fi0 denotes
the magnetic permeability factor and, finally, c is the velocity of light.
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The second group consists of equations of motion of a micropolar elastic medium
subject to the action of constant primary magnetic field H [24-4]:

a) grad div u+2arot<p-| ( jxH)+X=0,

•4<P+(/?+y-e)grad divcp+2«rotuf 7 = 0 ,

CL2) L _
where

Here, in Eqs. (1.2) the symbol X denotes the vector of body forces, while Y that
of body couples; u is the displacement vector as in Eq. (1.1); the rotation vector
is denoted by the symbol tp. The quantities a, fl, y, e, f.i, X, are material constants.
Finally, p denotes the density and J —'the rotational inertia.

The state of stress is characterized by two asymmetric tensors: The tensor of
force stresses an and that of couple stresses fiJt,

The constitutive equations have the form:

i+) +()+fid ickk, i,j-l, 2, 3 .

The strain tensor yn and the curvature-twist tensor Kn are connected with the vectors
u and tp, respectively, by the following relations

(1.4) 7ji = Ui,j-skji'Pk> KJt=<Pt,j, ij=l>2,3.

In our subsequent considerations we shall assume that the primary magnetic
field is reduced to the sole component Hs(0, 0, H3) along the direction of the
A'3-axis.

In accordance with this assumption we derive from Eqs. (1.1) the following
relations:

E = ( - dt «2, dt Uy, 0),
c

(1.5) 3th = — (d3E2,-d3E1,d2Eu-d1E2),
Mo
c

j = — (82 h3-d3 h2, 83 hi - d± h3, dy h2 - d2 ht).

Expressing in the above equations the components of the vector j by those of
the vector u and introducing them into Eqs. (1.2), we obtain the following equations,
of motion in terms of the displacement u and rotation <p vectors.

2 <p3-d3 (p2)+

+«o Pd3 (d3 Ut-di

(1.6) D2U2+tt+fi-a+alp)d2 e+2a(d3 (fx-dy ^3)+

+a2
0 pd3 (S3 u2 - d2 u3)+X2=0,

<p2-d2
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and

(1.7) • * ?>2+(/?+y—s) 82 K-\-2a(d3 «i — 3i

D 4 ^3+(/H-y—fi) 3 3 /c+2a(3i u2 — 82 u

where:

ll.n. I

e = dkuk, K — 8k<pk, ai =

Here e=div u is the dilatation, ;c=divcp; the symbol a0 denotes the Alfven
velocity. Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) form a hyperbolic system of mutually coupled differen-
tial equations. The coupling of electromagnetic and deformation fields is described
by the term a\p. For J73-*0 Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) assume the form of equations of
micropolar elasticity.

2. The first two-dimensional problem

Now, considering the two-dimensional problem, let us observe that three indi-
vidual cases can be discussed assuming that all causes and effects depend on the
variables x±x2 or x2x3 or, finally, on xtx3. In this chapter we assume all the quanti-
ties, appearing in Eqs. (1.5)-T-(1.7), to be independent of x3.From the formula
(1.5) we derive

Ho H-x c
E ( 0 ) h ( 0 Q d E d E ) H ( 0 0 )( « 2 , K i , ) , h

C

e=3t itx+d2u2.

The system of Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) can also be split into two systems independent
of each other. In the first of them the displacement functions uu u2 and the rotation
(p3 appear as unknown quantities. We write:

(2.2)

! e+2a 82

2a 81 <p3+X2=Q,

D4^3+2a(9i M2-52Ui

Here

In the second system of equations the role of unknown quantities is played by
the displacement function u3 and the rotations g>i_<p2-

CU (f>i+(.P+y-s) 8t K+2ad2 M 3 +F 1 =0 ,

D 4 <P2+(fi+7-e) d2 K-2ad1 M 3 + F 2 = 0 ,

(8I <p2 — d2 <p1)-\-X3 = 0, K—8y (pi_-\-d2 (p2.
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Eqs. (2.2) are coupled with those describing the electromagnetic field (2.1).
This coupling is characterized by the term, a\pabsent in Eqs. (2.3). The causes Yu Y2,
Y3 do not elicit any disturbances in the electromagnetic fields. The quantities
<Pu <Pi, "3 do not appear in the field equations (2.1). In our subsequent considerations
we shall be concerned solely with the system of Eqs. (2.2), The system of Eqs. (2.2)
can be partially disjoined by introducing the decomposition of the vector of displa-
cement UE=(WJ,M2, 0) and of that of body forces X=(X1,X2,Q) into two parts:
potential and solenoidal

j

Introducing (2.4) into (2.2), we obtain the following system of Eqs. [5]:

(2.5) D i * + ^ = 0 , Q 2 !F+2a n+PX=0, D 4 p s - j

Now we eliminate functions q>3 and Iffrom Eqs. (2.5)12; in this way we obtain
a system of two equations independent of each other

(2.6) (Q 2 D 4 +4a 2 fj) ¥=2a Y3-pn<. X,

(Da D 4 +4a 2 V?) <pA = -lap V 2 * - D 2 Y,,

where: Ux
We obtain three wave equations. The first of them describes the longitudinal

wave, while the second —'the transverse displacement wave. The third equation
describes the propagation of rotation r/?3. Only the first equation is coupled with
that of electromagnetic field; the coupling factor a%p appears in the operator Qi-
The longitudinal wave is elicited by the body forces X'=/? grad S.

Eqs. (2.6)2;3 are of the same form as those describing the micropolar elasticity.
The quantities W and <p3, due to the action of body forces X"=/>rotx , are inde-
pendent of the quantity Hz characterizing the primary magnetic field. The functions
<Z>, ¥&n& cpz being determined from the wave equations (2.6), we may then obtain —
from the formulae (2.1) (1.3) and (1.4) —all the components of the electromagnetic
and deformation fields.

Let us now consider Eqs. (2.2) introducing therein the displacements uu u2 and
the rotation <p3 expressed as the functions Flt F2, M3 in the following relations

D 3 d2 M3,

(2.7) u2 = bx D4 F2-d2 [ddtF1)+d2 (fF2)]+2an3 dx M3,

?>3=2a Di(32 F1-d1 F2)+n2 D3 M3.

The following notations have been introduced here:

) D 4 - 4 a 2 .
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Introduction of the relations (2.7) into Eqs. (2.2) leads to three differential equa-
tions, wherein only one function from among Fu F2 or M3 appears

V2) F2+X2 =

V2)

Eqs. (2.8) are a generalization of Sandru's equations [6] for micropolar elasti-
city. These equations may serve for the construction of singular solutions of Eqs.
(2.2).

Let us observe that only the function M2 is independent of Eqs. (2.1). For the
case F1=F2=0, and thus X1=X2=0 we have from the relations (2.7) that the
displacements uu u2 and the rotation q>3 do not depend on the quantity H3. The
effect of coupling of electromagnetic and deformation fields manifests itself in Eqs.
(2.8) for Fi and F2 in the operator • a.

Let us return to Eqs. (2.2). We assume all the causes and effects to be independent
of the variable x2. Under this assumption we get the following system of equa-
tions:

-alp)82-pd2
t\,

(2.9) 1 SL—pd~] U3.-2o.di (p3-\-X2=Q,

[(y+s)d2
1-4a-Jd2](P3+2a81u2+Y2=0.

In this one-dimensional problem the two last equations are coupled. The efiect
of disturbance of the electromagnetic field appears only in Eq. (2.9)t. From the formu-
lae (2.1) we have

zr

^- i(-M2,M1,0), h=iJ3(0,0, -
(2.10)

The system of Eqs. (2.9) is connected with the state of stress in the following
way:

<T11 = (2^+1)3 1 ult a22 = a33 = X81 uy,

(2.11) <Ti2 = (f.i+a)d1u2-2a<p3, a21=(p;-a) 8,_u2+2a tp3,

3. The second two-dimensional problem

We assume in our subsequent consideration that —under the assumed magnetic
field H=(0, 0, H3) —all the causes and effects are the functions of the variables
Xj and x3.
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In this particular case the systems of Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) will be disjoined into
two systems of equations independent of each other

• 2 Wi+(A+/z—a-\-a^p) 8X e—2ad3 (p2-\-a% p 83(83 1^ — 81 u3)-}-X1=Q,

(3.1) \H2u3-\-{k-{-fi—a) 83 e+2a 81 (p2-{-X3=0,

D 4 «?2+2a (83 Ut-h M3)+r2=0,
and

\>-E) 81K-2ad3 u,

(3.2)

Now the following notations have been introduced:

J D2=
l l l 3, K=8X <pt+d3 y3.

It is seen that in both systems of equations there is a coupling of the compo-
nents of the displacement u (x 1 ; x 3 , 0 and rotation <p(xl5 x3, i) vectors with
the electromagnetic field.

Let us consider first the system of Eqs. (3.2) which by the introduction of the
relations

Y1

may be easily reduced to a system of wave equations:

(3.4)

Sl)ih+2a V? £

where: D 3 = (2y+^) V?-4o-J3f.
Eliminating the functions u2 and S from the two last equations, we arrive at

(O2D,+4aVl)E

(Da D4+4a2 V?) u2=2aX2 -JU2 V •

Here: 62 = n2+a2
0p

2 d2
3.

The first of (3.4) equations represents the equation of the microrotational longi-
tudinal wave; it is identical with that describing the wave of this type in undisturbed
micropolar medium. Eqs. (3.5) represent the propagation of the transverse wave.
The first of them corresponds to the microrotational transverse wave, while the
second —to the displacement transverse wave. Both are disturbed. For H3-*0
both of them reduce to the equations of micropolar elasticity. The system of
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Eqs. (3.1) cannot be divided into potential and solenoidal parts by means of the
decomposition of the vectors u s f e , 0, u3) and <p=(0, <p2, 0).

Let us express the displacements uu u3 and the rotation cp3 by the functions
F!, M2, F3 in the following way:

d3 M2-dx d3

(3.6)

= - 3 i d3 rFy-

[Di D 4 Di-rtf* Dx+dl D 1)1

[Di D 4 hi-r(df Di+dl Dx)] M2+Y2=0,

I

Substituting the above relations into Eqs. (3.1), we obtain the following equa-
tions —'independent of each other —describing the functions Fu M2, F3:

(3.7)

The above equations are a generalization of the Galerkin's vector on the problem
of micropolar magneto-elasticity.

Eqs. (3.7) may be used for finding out singular solutions of Eqs. (3.1) in the
infinite elastic space.

The considerations set forth in this paper will be dealt with more amply in
Proceedings of Vibration Problems.
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B. HoBaixxn, /^yxMepnan npoSjieivia MmcponojinpnoH ManiHTO-ynpyroii

PaccMOTpeHa MHKponojiapimsr ynpyraa, jnoTpormaii, ofltiopoflflaa H
cpefla. YnoMartyTafl cpe^a HaxoflHTcs B IIOCTOHHHOM, nepBonaHanbHOM,

none H. fleitcTBHe CHJI H MaccoBwx MOMCHTOB Bbi3breaeT fle4)opMauHio cpeflbi, a TaKJKe BO36ysc-
flaeT 3jieKTpoManiHTi(oe noire. B nepBoit lacTH pa6oTW npHBOflaTCa ocHOBiibic ypaBneiiM Mar-
HHToynpyrocTH npa npeflnojioacertHH nn,eajibHO npoBOflameit cpeflw. Bo BTopoit HacTH pa6oTH
paccMOTpcHa flByxMepHaa npo6neMa, iie3aBHCHMasr OT nepeMeHHoii x3, npa npeflnojioaceHHH,.
ITO H • (0, 0, H3). IlyTeM pa3JiOMceniM BeKTopa nepeMemeHwa na noieMLfHaKbHyro H cojienon-
HajibHyio lacraf, nonyiiein.1 BOJIHOBHC ypaBMeHHa. B TpeTbeK: KacTH pa6oTH paccMOTpeiro flByx-
MepHoe none ne^iopMauHa 3aBHCHMoe OT xt H X 3 npn npeflnonoacenini, MTO H = (0, 0, / / 3 ) . YpaB-

a 3aecb pa3JtoKeHbi Ha ppe. ne3aBHCHMbie CHCTCMW ypaBKeilHH. Ofliia H3 HHX CBO-
K o6biKHOBeHHMM BonHOBbiM ypaBHeHHaM nyreM fleKOMno3HiiHM BeKTopoB o6opoTa (Bpa-

Ha noTertawajibriyio H cojieitoHflaJibHyio vtacTH, flpyraa cKcreMa CBORHTCH K
npH Hcnonb30BaHHH (jiynKiiHR Hanpa>KeHHii.


